HM 24 LETTER OF AL-KASHI TRANSLATION OF AL-KASHI'S FIRST LETTER TO HIS FATHER
(1) [Following is] the text of the letter of our master, the greatest pride of philosophers [or sages, ~ukama'] and geometers, Mauldnii (*) Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid al-Kashani, written to his father in Kashan from the capital Samarkand while he was engaged in astronomical observation (ra~ad) (*) there.
The supreme ordinance, with which one must comply, issuing forth from [ The situation in the city of Samarkand, may God preserve it from adversities, is [as follows]. His Royal Majesty (*) [i.e., Ulugh Beg (*)] had donated a charitable gift [~adaqa] amounting to thirty thousand kopaki (*) dinars, of which ten thousand had been ordered to be given to students. [The names of the recipients] were written down: [thus] ten thousand-odd students steadily engaged in learning and teaching, and qualifying for a financial aid, were listed. (6) There are the same number [of students] among the notables and their sons, who dwell in their own homes. Among them there are five hundred persons who have begun [to study] mathematics. His Royal Majesty the World-Conqueror, may God perpetuate his reign, has been engaged in this art [i.e., mathematics] for the last twelve years. Students, too, are indeed inclined to it (7) and are working hard on it; [ Well, when (8) I arrived here, as it is customary [everywhere], all of them began inquiring and spying in order to find out the extent of my knowledge [lit., "begin ning"] in this art, so that, if they found me to have little knowledge or to be equal or slightly superior to them, they keep their positions; thus they might not [have to] say that a stranger came in and got the better of them. During the period that the arena was theirs, (9) in the discussions held in the presence of His Royal Majesty they were confronted with some difficulties into which they had looked for a month or two or even for a year, but to which no solution had been found. For example, this problem: [Let us suppose] somebody is standing on a perfectly circular ground or on the sea surface, and the visual ray issuing from his eyes is tangent (10) to that, and [then] reaches the sphere of the ecliptic [falak al-buriij, i.e. the outermost sphere of the universe]. Now, at which distance will [that ray] intersect the true horizon, and, where it reaches the sphere of the ecliptic, how much will it be depressed from the true horizon? (*) And many other [problems] (24) 10 cubits in diameter and one span of the hand in thickness so that the ring might not be distorted; and that, however, subsequent astronomers had turned away from it because of some defects inherent in it, and had relied on the Fakhri sextant invented in Fakhr al-Daula's time. 1 explained the cause of those defects, and [I added that] the same Fakhri sextant had been constructed at the Maragha observatory. (25) Because His Majesty had seen the internal parts of the latter in his childhood, as soon as 1 pointed out those parts to him, he remembered them, and said that I was right and that was so.
[Thus] he made up his mind [that] the rings which had been cast were decidedly of no use, and that they were not even worth being completed as armillary spheres, for they were too thin.
[So] those rings were [ordered to be] broken, (26) and an observatory like that of Maragha was founded as I had suggested. However, an innovation has been made in the position of the Fakhri sextant: The building was designed in circular form with a perimeter of 200 cubits of Kashan; it stands on top of a rock, in which part of the sextant was carved, so that the edifice might not be very tall, because, bricks not being firm enough here, (27) excessive height of a building may cause fracture. At Maragha, the sextant is positioned higher [but] the other [compartments of the observatory] are not so high, [which is] a bad configuration. Here, the surface of the roof, too, will be flat, so that other astronomical instruments may be placed on it. (*)
Moreover, there are three teachers in the school of His Majesty, may God perpetuate his reign and sovereignty: (1) Qazizada, (2) Mauldnii Muhammad Khani (*), [who] (28) surpasses the others by far in sciences other than mathematics; he is endowed with a phenomenal memory, so he teaches from memory most science lessons, and he studied astronomy with Sayyid Sharif (*); (3) Mauldnd Abu'l-Fath (*), whom His Majesty met in Herat, who is versed in Islamic jurisprudence, and has composed [a tract on] astrolabe reading. He teaches only the latter subject. In short, Mauliind Muhammad Khani, (29) when occasionally being present [at the court] or meeting [His Majesty] at the observatory site, has repeatedly said in all fairness: "I used to be singled out in Samarkand for my knowledge of astronomy, and nobody could compete with me. Now, Qazizada, having practiced a lot, has surpassed me, and Mauldnii Ghiyath al-Din accomplishes miracles of presence of mind. To do them justice, [I must admit that] (30) when there is a discussion in their meeting, I dare not intervene, all the more so because His Majesty knows this art well and [therefore] one cannot impudently claim competence. The subject of the problem [to be submitted in the session] is already known [to the students; therefore], presence of mind is a must, and we [i.e., I] happen to lack presence of mind in this art. All night long we study a lesson and the next morning we teach it with a thousand artifices. But there is no need for extensive studying in other sci ences." 
COMMENTARY
References are to the lines of the manuscript, indicated in the translation by boldface numbers in parentheses.
1: Mauland, literally "our master," was used as an honorific title for outstanding sufis, scientists, and the like.
1: Rasad means (astronomical) observation; here it is also used to mean "obser vatory." 2: As was (and still is) customary in Persian, when writing or talking to a superior, a writer (or speaker) does not refer to himself as man ("I") with a verb in the first person singular, but uses polite forms such as In banda ("this slave/servant"), with the corresponding verb, if any, in the third person singular. For simplicity's sake, 1 have used "I" / "me" / "my" (as the case may be) throughout the translation.
3:
The quotation is taken from the prophetic tradition (lJadIth): "There will be no prophet after me ..." (see [5, 4:439; 24, 6 :336]).
5:
The author, when referring to the King, usually uses obsequious expressions such as (bandagi-e) hazrat-e saltanat pandhi, lit., "(the servitude [i.e., the ser vants] in) the presence of [him who is] the refuge/sanctuary of sultanate," or just bandagi-e harrat or saltanat pandhi or hazrat-e padeshdhi, lit., "the presence of the Kingdom [i.e., the King]." When subject of a sentence, these expressions take a verb in the third person plural. Further, he regularly repeats the parenthetical sentence khallad-Alldhu mulkahu wasultdnahu, "may God perpetuate his reign and sovereignty," after a reference to the king. For the sake of brevity, throughout the translation we have used "His (Royal) Majesty" /"he" /"his" /"him" as the case may be.
5: On Ulugh Beg (1394-1449) see [10, 13:535-537; 16,2:492-495] . 5: Kopaki dinars were gold coins credited to, and named after, a certain Kopak Khan who was a Mongol ruler.
9-10:
The problem is shown in Fig. 1 (not to scale), in which AB and () are to be found. This problem is also mentioned in the second letter. There, al-Kashi says that the height of the observer is 3.5 cubits [12, 196; 21, 97-98] . According to al Kashi in his Sullam al-samd' [11, [34] [35] [36] , R, the radius of the Earth, is 1, 272 parasangs and the radius of the sphere of fixed stars is 26,328R, where each parasang equals 12,000 cubits. On the basis of these values one can show that AB ~ 1,477R, and () ~ 2' 12". For the definition of the true horizon, see [3, 48] .
11-12:
This problem for the equal hours is also found in the second letter [12, 195; 21, 97 The problem described here can be characterized as a ... problem in sundial theory.... In this case it is necessary to compute sets of horizontal coordinates of the sun corresponding to given times of the day and to given positions of the sun in the ecliptic. The latitude of the locality is of course a parameter of the function involved. For each determination the solar azimuth and altitude must then be laid out from the endpoint of the gnomon ... by means of a thread, or otherwise. The intersection of the thread with the wall gives one of the desired points, and the joining of proper sets of points by smooth curves completes the solution. Since Kashi claims to have completed the job in one day it is probable that he used an astrolabe or some other such computing device to perform the requisite transformation of coordinates. [12, 208] The problem for equal hours was solved by various medieval Islamic authors, such as Thabit ibn Qurra (see, for example, [9; 15] ) and al-Marrakushi, who explained the practical computation of this type of sundial in Part 2, Book 3, Chapter 6 of his Jdmi' al-mabddi' wa'l-ghaydt /1 'ilm al-miqdt ("All beginnings and ends in the science of timekeeping"), see [23, [520] [521] [522] [523] [524] 13-14: For this problem, which is also found in the second letter, Kennedy gives the following explanation:
Abu Hanifa prescribed that the time of the evening prayer begins at the instant when the length of the shadow cast by a vertical gnomon on a level surface equals twice the gnomon length. This implies that the angle of elevation of the sun above the western horizon shall be arc tan 1/2, or about 26.6°. Consider a point on ... a thick wall. The locus of those rays of the sun which pass through this point and satisfy the above condition is a right circular cone having its vertex at the point on the wall and its elements making an angle of 26.6° with the horizontal. HM 24 LETTER OF AL-KASHI If a narrow conical slot is made through the wall coinciding with part of the lateral surface of this cone, a ray of the sun will pass through the slot into the room at the beginning of the time for evening prayer, and only at this time, regardless of the season of the year. [12, 208] In a recent personal communication, Professor Kennedy now writes: "The crite rion that the shadow length shall be twice the gnomon length was in fact not given by Abu Hanifa, This is a primitive rule which Abu Hanifa modified. He prescribed instead that the time for afternoon prayer begins when the increasing length of the gnomon shadow equals the sum of twice the gnomon length plus the length of the noon shadow for that day. If this requirement is adopted, a solution to the problem proposed by Ulugh Beg is by no means simple. For the noon shadow at any latitude is a variable which depends on the season."
See also [2, 1:219] . 16-18: This subject is also mentioned in the second letter [12, 197] . On al-Biriini (973-1048) and his Qdniin al-Mas'iidi see [10,2: 147-158; 16,2:264-295]. 19-22: Here the text is damaged and my restorations are conjectural. The prob lem is not mentioned in the second letter. I have not been able to identify the treatise which contains the chapter "On the curiosities of the astrolabe." 26-27: In this letter, al-Kashi gives more detailed information on these instru ments than in the second letter [12, 196; 21, 98-99] . The information on the Fakhri sextant in Maragha is puzzling because other sources indicate that there was no such instrument in the Maragha observatory [12,209; 21, 47; 22, 198-199] . Information on the Islamic observatories in the text can be found in [22] . Since al-Kashi designed the Samarkand observatory, the precise information in (26) about the sextant puts an end to the old debate as to whether the stone arc of the observatory in Samarkand is a sextant or a quadrant.
27: Mauldnd Muhammad Khani is probably the same as Mauliind Muhammad 'Alim (lit., "learned, erudite"), a famous scientist in Samarkand and a fellow student of Ulugh Beg who was very close to him. Because of his impudence, Ulugh Beg finally sent him to Herat [17, 15, 192] 28: Mauliind Abu'I-Fath may be identified with Abu'l-Fath Dhubaba (lit., "fly"), an abstemious man in the time of Ulugh Beg. He had special permission to meet the latter and to converse with him freely [13, 4:36] .
36: The quotation is from the Koran 62:4 [14, 583] . 36: The addition of "[not just]" makes the meaning clear and is made according to a similar phrase in the second letter [12, 193; 21, 94] .
37: Auhad al-Din Muhammad (or 'Ali) b. Ishaq, known as Anwari Abivardi (d. 1188/9 or 1190/1) was an Iranian poet from the city of Abivard in northeastern
